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SGA election brings· new faces to office
Longo,-Student trustee; Sammons, president
By
Bill Bilodeau
The annual SGA and class
elections are history, and there
are going to be some changes
made. In the SGA, there will be a
new president, vice president,
attorney general, executive
secretary, treasurer, assistant
treasurer, and six new senators.
There will also be a new student
trustee.
The new SGA president is
Deborah Sammons, who beat
Dan Darcy by a 394-246 margin.
Sammons is currently finishing
out a term as an SGA senator.
Asked how it felt to be the new
president, she replied, "Fantastic. I put in a long, hard, and fair
campaign and the results speak
for themselves. I want to thank
everyone who took the time to
vote."
Another current senator, Tom
,
dent. He defeated fell ow senator
Linda Walenty, 382-242. Other
offices went to Richard DeRosa,
attorney general; Peggy Hayes,
. executive secretary; Sharon Cignetti, assistant treasurer. All
three .ran unopposed.
Former President John Beaton won a write-in campaign for

treasurer. Of the people written
in for the position, only two,
Beaton and Susan Sullivan were
qualified to hold that position.
According to the SGA constitu•
tion, a person must first serve as
assistant treasurer before being
eligible to run for treasurer. Beaton served in the assistant's post
in the fall of 1984, while Sullivan
is the current assistant treasurer.
Beaton won the right to hold the
office when the SGA senate
overrode a veto by President
Dilip DeSilva. The veto concerned the senate~s overturning
of a Student Court ruling that
Beaton and current Treasurer
Heidi Berry could not run for
elected office in the SGA for a
period of one year.
The BSC Board of Trustees
will soon be welcoming new Student Trustee F. Scott Longo.
Longo,. running unopposed,

(phoro by Brian Huah•}

F. Scott Longo and Deborah Sammons smile over recent victories

senators were elected, along with
mbly
·
any can 1 ate tn the election. members. The .six new senators ·
"I'm looking forward to working ·are: Ann Maley and Bob Morwith the other board members gan> class of 1988; Shelley Nedz•
and representing the students' weckas, class of 1989; and
interests. I would also like to give Dinneen Diette, Kerrilee Keith,
some more definition to the job and Patrick Pearce, ·class of
of Student Trustee. I don't think 1990. They join returning
the possibilities of the position Assembly members Susan Genhave been fully explored."
tile, Susan Haines, Elizabeth
In the SGA Assembly, six new Halla!, Marcia Medeiros, John

New housing director ready to
meet students' demands

lBums, Jeff Tucker, Sylvie tary Nandine DeDoming; Class
Comacho, . Amy M.cLaughlip., qf ·J990, President Kerrilee
Elaine· Doherty, and ·Edmund Keith, Vice President Karen
Ward.
Weiner, and Treasurer William
Pimentel.
Class officers for the J987-88
year will be : class of J988, President Patricia Grieco, .Treasurer
This election also included a
Elizabeth Halla!; ·class ·of 1989, referendum question dealing
President Christine Howard, with MassPIRG. Students voted
Vice President Susan Gentile, to keep a MassPIRG chapter at
· Treasurer Edmund Ward, Secre- BSC by a 428-187 vote margin.

Spirit Day
By
Elizabeth Wilson

Profile
"Hands Across Campus"
and "BSC Spirit Day" were
held on Wednesday after.noon, with approximately
500 students participating
under brightening skies that
warmed the fountain area
behind the Campus Center.
"Spirit Day"' was organized by the public relations
class of WBZ-radio personality Lovell Dyatt as a "way
to show our pride in Bridgewater State College." Brian
Alford and Tom Tuttle,
chief student organizers of
"Spirit Day," were pleased
with the results. "It was terrific to sec a lot of people
tum out. There was a lot of
enthusiasm for this firsttime effort. It will definitely
be an annual event," said

By
Patrick Morin
As the semester winds down to
an end, many of us find our
minds turning to thoughts of
graduation and life on the beach.
The new Bridgewater State College Housing Director,. Mela
Dutka, has other thoughts on
her mind. With the influx of
freshmen next semester, she has
to be ready to meet the demands
of all resident students.
If her credentials.and enthusiasm fc>r the job are any indication of what to expect, Dutka
will be a very effective Housing
Director. Receiving ·her bachelor's degree from Southeastern
Massachusetts University, she
later went on to earn a master's
degree ·in education from the
University of Vermont.
·Add to this her experience as
an undergraduate head resident
assistant and as a housing direc1111 Cont. p. 2

Tom.
(photo by

•

*>fl}

New housing director, Mela Dutka, is welcomed
by V.P. of Student Services, David Deep.

"Hands Across campus"
was part of the World . of
Difference campaign · at
DSC, an effort to "eliminate
,prejudice and celebrate

diversity." Karen Medeiros,
sporting a "We Are One"
button, stepped to the microphone behind the Campus
Center at 4: IS p; m. · and
urged those present to "join
hands to show how we feel,"
and a large circle immediately formed around the
fountain area as students,
faculty, staff, and adminis_trators ·linked up.
Combining "Spirit Day"
and "Hands Across Campus" proved to be a worthwhile idea, as both groups
benefited from the crowd
each· drew, and the sun
finally poking through grey
skies helped boost enthusiasm.
A number of items were
raffled off during the "Spirit
Day." celebration, including
a pair of Celtics' playoff
tickets (donated by President Indelicato) and a series
of dinners at Benjamin's restaurant (donated by the four
vice-presidents of the
College).
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PARTICIPATING
TOYOTA
DEALERS

:EJSGA ,Notebook
Four members walk out
By
Ed Ward
Cignetti

and

Sharon

Budget hearings began at
4:25 pm on Tuesday, April
21, 1987 as Chairman F.
Scott Longo called the General Assembly to order.
President Desilva began
the meeting with his executive report, wherein . he
advised the Senate to think
before overturning any
more of his vetoes. DeSilva
went on to explain that he
had just reason for every
veto this semester. Referring
to his veto of Motion #141
(BSC Male Beauty Pageant)
he said that it is wrong for
the SGA to sponsor any
" ... political issue, like abortion." He concluded his
report by speaking on behalf
of motions #144 and 145·
dealing with planned parking garages and bus stops.
Neither motion passed but a
committee was set up to
look into the possibilities.
In the early motions of the.
evening, co-ed fraternity Phi

New
housing
direc tor
• Cont from p. 1

tor at Tulane University (among
other colleges), and you will see
that Mela wili be able to meet the
challenge facing her.
Dutka hopes for an emergence
of a new attitude among resident
students in the near future. She
would like to " ... challenge the
students to get involved and be
more responsible towards the
environment we work, study,
and live in. It is up to residents to
not detract from the quality of
life in the dorm. S-ecurity and fire
alarms . still need some working
on."
Dutka sees the job of housing
director as being an equal part., nership involving students, resident assistants, and her office. "I
like to encourage students who
have a concern to approach me.,,
Resident 3$Sistants will be
trained in how to get the students
~ore involv~d with the school so
that responsibility ~ill be more
obvious to the residents.
"Bridgewate r State is growing
rapidly and we all need to grow
with it. Upperclassm en should
take the lead in showing new students a higher degree of responsibility towards college life,"
Dutka said.
By emphasizing involvement
and awareness in the dorms,
Dutka will surely be seen as a
vital part of bringing BSC into
the future;

Pi Delta received S·25 for an.
,ad book donation. Ronald·
B. Pettit was reappointed as·
yearbook editor for next,
.yea:r by a 9-5-1 vote in
motion #143. Next on: the
agenda, motion #146, sub-.
mitted by Bill Bilodeau and
sponsored by John R. Burns
III, moved to override:
DeSilva's veto ·of motion·
#140. The motion passed:
successfully by a 11-4-1,
overriding the Student
Court's decision to suspend·
Heidi Berry and John Beaton from all SGA activities.
The assembly recessed at
5:45 pm but not before they
rejected an amendment
package to the SGA Constitution by member Jeff
Tucker by a 10 - 6 - I vote.
The assembly reconvened
at 6:35 pm on a foolish note.
President DeSilva submitted and Patrick Pearce, protem for Ed Ward, sponsored
a motion for an SGA constitutional copvention to Hollywood. It failed by a 5 - 4- 8
vote.
Budget recommenda tions·

followed. The Ensemble
Theatre and StudenJs for
Life budgets were table4. All
of ·the other budgets were
approved with the Ways and
Means Committee recommendations attached. As the
Co.mment budget was about
to be heard, members Peggy·
McTavish, pro-tern Patrick
.Pearce, Deborah Sammons,
and Jeff Tucker attempted
to "throw quorum" by
simultaneou sly leaving the·
council chambers at approximately 7:30 p.m. The four
gave no reason for leaving
and did not return for the
remainder of the meeting.
After almost thirty minutes of total chaos, the
assembly regained quorum
with the arrival of senators
Elaine Doherty. Connie
Nadeau, and Edmund

Ward.
A revised Comment
budget presented by Editorin-Chief Wilfred Bilodeau
was approved by a 16 -0 I vote and the meeting
adjourned at 8:30 p.m.

Veto
overr idden ;
Beato n wins
write- In
candi dacy
By

Boston
Toyota of Boston
32 Brighton Avenue
(617) 254-2340

Brockton
· Copeland Toyota
·1554 Main Street
(617) 584-2440

Danvers
Ira Olds Toyota
99 Andover Street
(617) 777-2330

Ed Ward
This Tuesday, President Dilip
DeSilva 's veto on General
Assembly motion #140 concerning the infamous "Dunfey's
case" was overridden by an 11 - ·
4 - 1 vote.On Wednesday, John
J. Beaton, one of the case's
respondents, was elected SGA
treasurer.
With the 'passage of this
motion Beaton, Denis Lawrence, and Heidi Berry shall be
forever s~spended from holding
an SGA appointed position or
from appearing on an SGA ballot. Beaton did not appear on the
SGA spring elections ballot but
did run a successful write-in
campaign for the office of SG A
treasurer. Beaton will be sworn
in a week from this Tuesday's
meeting of the General Assem_bly along with all of the other
new SGA members and class
officers.

Dorchester
Columbia Pontiac Toyota
700 Morrissey Boulevard
: (617) 265-4321

Framingham
Crown Oldsmobile-Toyota
535 Union Avenue
(617) 879-1520

Hanover
McGee Pontiac Toyota
849 Washington Street
(617) 826-8333

Kingston
Kingston Toyota
5 Cranberry Road
(617) 746-3003

Lexington
Lexington Toyota
409 Massachusetts Avenut
(617) 861-7400

Lowell
Ha llissy Toyota
787 Rogers Avenue
(617) 459·2191

~Atlantic To.:.yota
671 Lynnway
(617) 599-4922

*408 DOW N

• t &9 Pe r Month!

Milford
Coady Olds Toyota GMC
East Main Street, Route 16
(617) 478-0500

Needham
Salamone Toyota

COLLEGE GRAD PROGRAM!
AT WALTER EARL CHEVROLET!

37 Chestnut Street
(617) 4:44-871~

North Attleboro
Attleboro Toyota
620 So. Washington Street
(617) 699-7551

SPECIAL DISCOU NTS ON ALL NEW CHEVYS!
•ONLY 5% DOWN
PAYMENTI

•NO PAYMENT FOR 90
DAYS OR TAKE CASH REBATEI

• WE Will ALSO FINANCE
THE SALES TAXI

•~& ~ll§lo1RE

North Weymouth
Lord Toyota
720 Bridg~ Street

8

(617) 337-2000

•FINANCING-UP TO
60 MONTHS IS AVAILABLEI

Norwood
Boch Toyota
859 Providence Highway
(617) 769-8100

BUY OR LEASE YOUR NEW CAR AT WALTfi( EARLi ALL YOU NEED IS YOUR
.BACHELOR'S DEGREE AND VERIFIABLE COMMITTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT!

Watertown
Foreign Auto Toyota
149 Arsenal Street
(617) 926-5200

·Leasing

John Majka

CALL
COLLECT

West Roxbury
Clair Toyota
1575 V.F.W. Parkway

Sales

Bruce Kaiser

J/ 11. ~ 11. SfMf COid ..• 1(ou PaJJ. <loo M~t

(617) 327·4144

.

WA LTEA 'EA AL.
CH EVR OLE T II
flC~TE.18 &28 • BRIDGEWATER, MASS. • 697'·6000 & 586-9000
sat 8:30a.m.-5:00 p.m. Sun. ~2Noon-5:00 p.m.

OPEN Mon.-Frl. 8:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

ARS1 PAYMENT Pl.US SECURITY DEPOSIT. TAX. TITLE. LICENSE IN ADVANCE. 48· MONTH CLO'iEO.ENO LEASE WITH PURCHASE OPTION.

Westboro
Westboro Toyota
· 271 Turnpike Road
(61?) 366-1741

Woburn
Woburn Toyota
394 Washington Street
(617) 933·1100

....
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NOW IT'S POSSIBL E TO
BUY OR LEASE A NEW TOYOTA
WITH NO DOWN PAYMEN T.

----

Graduates: If you've received a verifiable job offer, we want to get you and your new career
off to a great start-with a brand-newToyota.
Toyota Motor Credit Corporation and your parBUY IT OR LEASE IT: ticipatingToyotadealerarenowmakingitpossibletoget
the credit you deserve with two Class of '87 "quick approval" financing programs.
If you qualify, you can buy or lease a new Toyota and generally no down payment or security _ _ _......
deposit will be required~What's more, we can even process your loan within 24 hours!'* See your
participating-Toyota dealerfor program specifics.
To apply, you'll need a current driver's license and proof of employment or job offer.*** You
may find it helpful to bring along any bank or credit card numbers. Once you're approved, you can
take your choice of the most exciting line of new cars and trucks Toyota has ever offered, including
the all-new Corolla FX16 GT-S Liftback.
Socomeon downtoyourparticipatingToyota dealertoday. Fill out an application, and then
buy or lease your newToyota. Purchase or lease arrangements must be completed by June 30, 1987.
A new career and a new Toyota. Who Could Ask For Anything More!

LEASE EXAMPLE: 1987 Standard Bed Truck, model 8200, based on manufacturer's
suggested retail price. 48 monthly payments of $131:77,t totaling $6324.96f End-of-lease purchase

I

~~~~o~~~$2~3j6!Nofurtherend~~aseliabil~e~~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
abnormal wear and tear and excess mileage.
•No down payment required on eligible models, provided the
amount financed is not more than the Toyota manufacturer's
suggested retail price, plus the cost of 1actory·installed optional
equipment and required tax and license fees.
**Loan approvals M-F, a:3(J,;..5:00,
**•Proof ofinsurability required and no negative credit history,
Employment to begin within 120 days of loan
approval date.
tAmounts may vary according to location; actual dealer price
may vary.

~~l.~~_\
. CREDIT

. CORPORATION

I

Toyota Standard Bed Truck

Toyota Corolla FX16 GT-S Liftback

COULD~ TOYOTA
FCJA ANYTHING
MCA&!

T&ST-DAIVE A NEW TOYOTA AND AECEIV& A
TOYOTA 0...ASS QP '87 T·SHIAT.
Come in and test-drive any new Toyota
before June 30, 1987, and show us your ·
student ID card.tt We'll mail you an official
Toyota Class of '87 T-shirt.1't't
tt All

college students with valid student ID's are eligible.

ttt Limit one

© 1987 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.

per person while supplin IHt.

Get More From Life ... Buckle Upl

r--.----.-. -----. --- 1
TOYOTA CLASS OP: '8'7

I1
I
I

·

T&liT•DflllV& COUPON

1

Bring this coupon to your participating

I
I
I

Toyota dealer for your free test drive. After your test drive

L

_This

we'll mail you a Toyota Class of ''if! T-shirt.

couj>onva~ntil Ju~

,

Off~ ~l~p~~st_. ~

30, 198_.:_

good
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Viewpoint
Editorial

Proposed calendar
unfair to students
The 1987-88 academic calendar is not yet out. There
is, however, a proposed calendar making its way
through the various college committees here at BSC.
This proposed calendar would have us begin the next
school year on September 2-the week before Labor
Day. It would also haye us in school until two days
before Christmas, and includes, once again, only one
week for spring ~reak. The calendar passed through the
Academic Policies Committee with only a few minor
changes. That is not surprising, since only three students
are on that committee (as opposed to five faculty·
members and three administrators), and of those three,
only one bothered to attend the meeting at which the
calendar was discussed. The next step before the
calendar is completely out of the students' hands is the
All-College Co_mmittee meeting on April 28. Again we
have .only three voices on this committee, so we must
make them heard. This calendar affects the students
more than anyone else at the college, so it is up to us to
let the administration and faculty know how we feel.
The following people make up the All-College
Committee:
Prof. Charles Angel
Prof. Evelyn Pezzulich
Prof. Robert Simmons
Prof. Harold Silverman
Prof. Florian Muckenthaler

Vice President Edward Meaney
Vice President .Robert Dillman
.Yice President David Deep

SGA budget
hearing was
a travesty

To the Editor:

I was present at the SGA
budget hearings on April 21,
1987, and it was horrifying.
Several senate members
walked out when the Comment budget came up for
review. This was not an
example of a responsible
action by these senators. I
can very much understand
pressing committments;
however, they should have
informed the Chair at the
beginning of the meeting.
I currently sit on a committee (other than SGA)and
in the past have sat on others. I have never in my life
seen such blat.ant irresponsibility as I did that night.
We the students have
elected these senators to
office, and one of their
duties is budget hearings.
When four senate members,
Peggy McTavish, Patrick
Pearce, Deborah Sammons,
and Jeff Tucker, left the
m,eetin.g and thus caused a

-""""'""-Peegi!ig~ynria~yife$s:"",SisEiuiilfemnr-.:.--.;._~_,,~~~~~~..:...2~·,i;'i~i~&>:"'ki·'~118~'.:q~:;~is.-was,:,.

Dan Darcy, student
Chris Cline, student
Let these people know how you feel about the proposed calendar. Remember,. they are our voices in this
matter. If they are to representus,theymustknowwhat
we think about it.

uncalled for. If these four
senators had any problems
with any part of a budget,
they should have stayed. If
they didn't • like it they
should have fought it.
Furthermore, it has been
made common knowledgtf
by President Desilva that he
disapproves of the Com-

ment. At one point, he was
expressing the opinion that
the Comment's budget
should be frozen and not
renewed. He has also made
it known that it doesn't
represent the· students'
views. Well, Mr. President,
first, are you going to veto
the Comment's budget like
former President Lawrence
vetoed the Womens' Center
budget last year? Or freeze
funding? Hopefully you
won't; it wouldn't be good
political strategy. Secondly,
the Comment does represent
the views presented by
members of the student
body. So, in a sense, it does
come from the students.
I am of the opinion that
when I have a responsibility,
I carry it out to the best of
my ability. These four senate
members, I feel, have
shirked theirs. As for President Desilva, it is his job to
see that fair and responsible
reactions to the General
Assembly are taken. Mr.

.••,P~

e

veto frequently. That is fine
as long as it is not used to get
even. When our elected officials don't do their jobs then
all we have is an ineffective
bureaucracy. I hope that I
am wrong.
Mona R. MacNamara

Some promises
DeSllva was not In
not kept
error on vetoes

By
Christine Howard

Do you recall that when Dilip
Desilva ran for President he
asked that we vote for him to end
the monopoly, to break up the
clique? He also vowed to clean
up student government. Has he?
First, . Dilip has worked
against almost all the experienced SGA members. Instead
·of listening to a variety of opinions from many SGA members,
he instead chooses to listen to the
opinions of only a select few. (In
other words, only the opinions
of his clique, because they agree
with his own.) Dilip may have
had a more sucessful administration if he had worked within the
system instead of against it.
Second, Dilip said. that corruption is the SGA's worst
plague, yet, his actions speak
louder than his words. When the
Women's Center budget was
vetoed last year .he was upset.
··Yet ·on April 1, 1987, he was
upset with The Comment, due to
what;he.felt to be negative cover-

age· of him and the student protesters, and made it very well
known that he would · like to
freeze their funds. It calls to
mind former administrations,
such as that of Lawere nee.
Dilip may have made a differ.;.
ence. However, he was unwilling
to listen to anyone else but himself. The saying, "Absolute
power corrupts absolutely" has
once again be proved true by an
SGA president. I hope this is not
going to a repeating trend in the
future of Student Government. I
hope· that future presidents will
learn from the mistakes· of their
predecessors. I also hope that the
voters will come to realize that
although candidates make glowing promises, and seem capable
of turning the government
around overnight, they are only
human.
The office of the President of
the SGA is important but there
are .limits to that office. Maybe
now the SGA will understand
that and hopefully take this into
consideration. After all, theirs is

.~ot,at1 Q.QsoJ\l~~ P.~~er~

•
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To the Editor:
I am writing this letterin reply
to Brent F. Rossi's letter entitled
"DeSilva needs to work with
SGA Assembly" which appeared
in last week's Comment. Mr.
Rossi critizes President Desilva
on three vetos he has issued on
Senate motions. The first veto
was on ae $600 male beauty
pagent. Surely we could find a
better way to spend the stqdents'
money. The second veto was
against .allowing students on
academic probation to sit in for
absent members. If we do not
allow our elected leaders to be on
A.P., then why should we allow
substitutes for them lo be .on
A. P. When a student finds himself on A.P ., he should devote his
extra time to his studies. We tell
this to·all elected SGA officers,
and all varsity, junior varsity,
and intramural athletes. Clearly,
a precedent has been set and it
should be followed. The third
veto was "against holding a special meeting to unravel the Stu. i•dent · Court~s -decision 'in

Dunfey's case". The issue was
decided in the ··Student Court
whose job it was to unravel the·
case. That is why we have a Student Court. So there was no need
for the assembly to "unravel the
case."
I fully support Mr. DeSilva's
judgement on all three of these
issues. I· do not think Mr.
DeSilva is trying to "take over,..
Instead he is simply doing his
job, and in my opinion with very
sound judgement.
But I must question what you
refer to as "The Game" of .student politics at BSC. I think stu~ent politics at BSC are a very
important and serious matter,
~ot . a·· game. I am sure Mr.
DeSilva shares my opinion as do.
most other Student Government
AssoCiation officers.
.. .
In closing, I would like to
commend anc1 thank President
DeSilva for the dedication and
good judgement that he has ·
exercised while in office.
Sincerely,
Patrick J; Pearce

More
support
for
Thi mas
To the Editor:
As an alumni from the class of
1983, I am writing in response to
the unfortunate situation that
has occured within the Athletic
Department and the ludicrous
way that it has been handled.
During my undergraduate
years I was actively involved as a
Resident Assistant, Orientation
Leader, President of the
B.A.I.R.S., four year participant
on the Women's Basketball and
Lacrosse teams, Athletic Fee
Committee member, and Peer
Counselor (to name a few), and
have received numerous awards
for my accomplishments.
I worked closely with the college administration in general
with specific assistance in the
Department of Athletics. I know
how organized and competent
Mary Lou Thimas is. Her skills
are sharp and her ability to handle details and events is
outstanding.
She is dependable, efficient,
athletic program. ·Mary Lou is a
terrific, generous woman who
has notably given her time and
leadership to the development of
the athletes as well as the
department.
Her reputation and capabili·
ties are high class, and her
achievements are superior... I
hope the college administration
will make their decisions wisely
with careful consideration as to
the possible ramifications.
Sincerely,
Nina Roberts,
Class of 1983

Next
Week:
you
asked

tor ltJ
you
got ltJ

No
Comment
~
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Editorial"

Court was wrong
It appears that some members of the BSC community
refuse to let last year's Dunfey's case go. This was made·
clear recently when the Student Court agreed to hear the
case once again, claiming that it was not "Dunfey's II."
Well then, what was it? In the original case, the respondents (most of us call them defendants) were found guilty
and a punishment was decided upon. Almost a year
later, conveniently, just before the running of the annual
SGA elections, it was suddenly decided that they had
not been punished enough. The Court should never
have heard the case over. It looks like a case of double
jeopardy, despite what the Chief Justice claims; the
Court exists for the purpose of interpreting the SG A
constitution, not to try to be remembered for precedentsetting cases; and the Court simply did not have the
power to remove an elected official from office.
It seems very relevant at this time to find that the
Congress of the SGA has no power to affect what cases
the Court hears; only the Chief Justice, who is not
elected by the students, can decide on this matter.
What's more, the Congress can only decide upon
whether the Court's decision was proper in the case of an
appeal, not whether the case should have been heard to
begin with. This limits the Congress severely in what
they can do if the Court is in error. The SGA should
look over its judicial branch and its powers very carefully to make sure that those powers are not misused.

Apology unne wry
To the Editor:

· In your April 9 issue a BSC
student publicly asked for an
apology from the BSC protesters. My question is, are you liv. ing in a bubble? All is N)T well
at BSC. There are many changes
that could and should take place.
___.......,.T""h:"""~profil~m ·with .the· protesters
was they acted irrationally and
in an unorganized manner. Their
course of action was wrong but
their intentions were right. We
are the students. We deserve to
question what takes place or
does not ta.kc place at BSC. The
caliber of our food and health
services is unsatisfactory. The
problems ·in the residence halls
are mounting with no immediate
solutions in sight. Our campus·
police are quick to make judgements and slow when it comes to
being logical and rational. The
rules and regulations in residence halls keep incr~asing, con-

fining the students more each
day.
I, too, am a Senior, majoring
in Speech Communications. I
am also proud to be part of BSC,
but this feeling is not due to the
administration's way of handling situations. My pride is due
to learning and living at BSC.
With each year .come additional
new restrictions limiting each
student's potential for growth.
In summary, I bcleive that
instead of Ms~ Cooper's a$king
for a public apology she should
ask questions of the faculty,
administration, and students.
But most of all, Ms. Cooper
should question herself. A major
problem at BSC is that no one at
BSC questions the "so-called"
authority. We are not only
puppets on the administration's
string, but we are paying to be
treated as toys.
By Cathy Flynn
Class of '87
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The Comment

Ruggiero was not at fault
To the Editor:

'ously sacrificed himself, his free
time, and all of his effort to his
;team and to the DSC community
as a whole. Not only is Coach
'Ruggiero a knowledgeable and
.successful coach (as evident by
all the championship banners
hanging in the gymnasium), but
.even more importantly, he's a
model teacher who instills upon
his athletes the importance and
necessity of academics, teamwork, morals, hard work, integrity, and pride. The only thing
. Coach Ruggiero· can be accurately accused of is being so successful that it•s produced a film
. of jealousy over some people's
eyes.
I've also been equally (ortu. nate to have played on the same
team as the player now in question. I don't pretend to know tho
legality concerning her eligibility
status- during this past season,
but I do know that she's a friend
who has consistently given 110%
of herself on and off the basketball court. For not only is she a
player whom other teams (as
well as her own teammates)
respect, but more importantly
. she's a student/ athlete who has
maintained Dean's List status
1

I'm presently an exchange student with Shanxi Teachers University in China. Even though
I'm currently on the opposite
side of the world, I find myself
deeply disturbed by an issue
enveloping the BSC community.
For the past week, my friends
have been sending me articles
upon articles from various newspapers concerning the questionable eligibility of a player on the
women's basketball team this
past season. To my astonishment and surprise, I found that
the player, the team, the coaches,
and BSC have all had their integrity questioned in one article or
another. I was even more outraged to see the player's name
splattered all over the pages as if
she was a criminal. Since reading
these articles, I've found myself
confronted with restless nights
and thus I have my pen in hand.
To begin with, I myself have
had the pleasurable opportunity
,to play under Coach Ruggiero
for four years (1982-86). While
co-captain of last ye~r·s squad, I
became even more aware of how
often Coach Ruggiero continu-

throughout her· years at BSG.
Now does this sound like a crimi·
nal whose name should be plas·
tered all over the papers?
In closing, I want to state that
I'm proud of the DSC commun·
ity as a· whole (from my' fellow
students to President Indelicato)
for continually supporting
Coach Ruggiero and~ the Lady
Bears through this very challenging period. They obviously
appreciate the time, effort, and
dedication the team and coaches
sacrificed during the season. It's
du~ng a turbulent period of a
season when a team really distinguishes the true fans from the
fairweather fans. It's gratifying
to know that the Lady Bears are
supported by fans who are willing to stand by a team which is
weathering a storm. It's my
belief that a team with integrity
deserves fans with integrity. It's a
terrible shame that such a team
and fans never had the opportunity to play for and possibly
win that EVER CIOSER
Championship!!!
Sincerely yours,
Laurie O'Connell

Library
responds
to students
To the Editor:
I wish to respond to Chi Nim's
letter in the April 9 .Comment.
On several occasions in the
past the Clement C. ·Max.well
Library has .responded to
requests· that the library extend
its hours. Without exception, we
have found that student use has
not justified the expense of the
additional staffing involved.
In one or two instances the
requests have included petitions
signe4 by many students. I have
made it my busines to check the
library during the extended
hours and have frequently found
copy to
three other pages, one as few as three students in the
page must .be · sacrificed, or building.
condensed, according to our
We were, for instance, open
criteria of timeliness and effect until midnight on Friday and
on the greatest number Qf stu- Saturday nights for the twodents.
week exam period before last
Maybe this commentary is a Christmas and although we were
little emotional, maybe it's even acceding to many requests, we
ubiased." But you11 have to never had more than.12 students
excuse me, because it's 6:47 am, in the building.
and we 'vc been here all night tryIncreased hours of opening
ing to put this together, not pose a staffing.problem, not only
because we're making huge sums financially, but also in finding
of money or getting class credit people willing to work addifor it, or because we are all tional weekend and evening
insomniacs and like to stay up all hours.
night. We do it because we're
However, we have already
dedicated to putting out an agreed to open from 6 to 10 p.m.
informative and interesting on Sundays 'during the coming
paper for you, the student body. summer sessions. We intend to
If you feel that you're not · keep careful records of library
being represented, rather than use. It is not impossible that we·
complain about it, feel free to will be pl~santly. surprised by
come down to the office any time crowds of. patrons-but in the
and join our reporting staff or light of past experience, we are
production crew. The staff is pessimistic.
open to all students on this camSincerely,
pus and every student is welOwen T.P. McGowan, Ph~D.
come. Aft~r all, any student
·press is better than, none at all.
. Librarian

DeSllva's revenge

We do have
our limits rm

By

E. Kelly

Recently the ren)ark was
made that the Comment is not
true representative of the student
body, and therefore should be
"watched carefully."
Maybe I'm taking this remark
too personally, because I am a
member of the staff, but! found
that it made me rather upset~ The
people at the Comment spend a
great deal of time every week
attempting to put out a paper for
the students of the college, but
obviously we can't print everything that's going on all the time.
For one thing, there are simply
not enough of us to cover every
event that is taking place on
campus, all the current news and
activities, and do the actual production.
There are many other considerations that affect the production of the paper as well. There is
the problem of space. We can
only print in multiples of four
, pages;. . with .no .. inserts. .This
means ~hat if there is not enough

a
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En ter tai nm en t
Laughs guaranteed
at the Ima gina ry Invalid
The Bridgewat er State College Ensemble Theatre will pr~s
ent Moliere~s hilarious comedy
The Imaginary Invalid Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings(April 23 - 25) at 8 p.m. in
the Adrian Rondileau Campus
Center Auditorium . Dr. Stephen
Levine, the director, has prepared his own translation of this
classic satire to add to its enjoy·ment by modern audiences. The
production will add to the
audiences' enjoyment . The antic
plot details the treatments prescribed for a hypochond riac who
also decides that he can save
money by having his daughter

marry a physician, which does
not mesh with her plans.
The original production of
The Imaginary Invalid in 1673
was made noteworth y for the
author himself played the part of
Argan, the hypochond riac, but '
ironically he himself succumbed
to tuberculosis, dying a few
hours after the play's fourth
performance.
Reserved seats are priced at
$5.00. with a reduced rate for
B.S.C. community, senior citizens, and high school students of
$3.50. Reservations may be
made by telephoning the campus
theatre box office (697-1321).

Mary Anne Simmons and Jeff Donova n (backgr ound) with Darlene Violette
and David Michaels (foregro und) rehearse for BSC Ensemble Theatre's productions of The Imagina ry Invalid. It will be perform ed April 23 thru 25.

Top marks go to Extreme
By
Bob Lang

David Michaels as Argan and Mary Anne Simmons as Toinette rehearse a scene from The
Imaginary Invalid.

The Cult to be the next
Led Zep pelin
By
Dave Spuria
Okay, who put Led Zeppelin

IV inside this record jacket of the
Cult's latest album, Electric? I'm
pretty convinced lead guitarist
Billy Duffy will have a lawsuit or
two on his hands with AC/ DC.
Check out "Aphrod isiac
Jacket," a great ripoff of
AC/ DC's "Put .The Finger On
You." Is Angus Young playing
lead? The only thing Ian Asbury
· forgot to sing on "Lo~e Removal
Machine" is ''Baby~ do you like
it." Robert Plant won't care, he
doesn't want anything to do with
Led Zeppelin. If you add up this
collection, you get Led Zeppelin,
AC/ DC, Bad Company plus a
little blues and a lot of stolen
riffs.
Producer Rick Rubin, most
famous for bringing us the Beastie Boys (ick), has turned the
naive boys of progressive hard
rock into devilish~ almost heavy
metal monsters. Bandanas will
be in again, no doubt. The boys
Who once called themselves

Southern Death Cult have even
managed to get on Steppenwolfs case by doing a cover of
~'Born To Be Wild."Thi s can't be
happening . A band who last year
sent shivers up and down my·
speakers with tracks like "Love,"
"'Nirvana, " and the best song of
1986, "She Sells Sanctuary ."·
Why this abrupt change?
Money. Lots of money. This·
band has given the masses their :
askings by turning back the
clock, borrowing a few (too
many) ideas and hiring a producer who knows his knobs. I
can't say this album won't stand
up over time. It will probably be
the biggest thing since the Ginsu
knifes.
·
Moreover, the Cult has done
me a big favor, it had made me
realize how good my old Zeppelin and' AC/ DC records sound
even today. If nothing, Electricis
a great trip back through time. If
anything, it will make you listen
to music much louder than you
have in the last 10 years or so.

To the right is a young,
shaggy-ha ired guitarist who is
totally engrossed in his playing.
This kid's solo runs are so fluid
that it's obvious that he's not one
._.of,U\ose..tho:u.sand notes a minute
gimmicky types. The drummer
'looks so clean cut (with the
exception of a headband &
denim vest) that he could work
at a bank. He is joined by a bassist to complete a rhythm section
that functions in complete synchronicity . The center of attention is all over the place; a
maddog singer who prances,
struts, pouts and even does
pushups to get his point across.
Meet Extreme, the latest band
to scramble up to the top of the
Hub's hard rock heap. This

Malden based quartet is comprised of Gary Cherone on
vocals, Paul Geary on drums,
Pat Badger on bass and Nuno
Bettencou rt on guitar. Extreme
is the bastard son of the Dream,
a more commerci al outfit that
achieved local success back in

19.83 ..
However, despite the strong
showing at Hamilton Place
nothing seemed to happen afterwards. Presto.;Ch ango: Enter
Extreme, a band with a fresher,
more profession al attitude and a
harder sound. The first move
was to jump on t~e video bandwa.gon by shooting a clip for
"Mutha (Don't Wanna Go To
School Today)," a song from the
Dream catalog that had received
considera ble :airplay. More
importantl y, a young guitar
player of local rivals Sinful (now

Rock Candy) became friendly
with the Extreme band members
during filming. One audition
later Nuno Bettencou rt had
found himself a new gig.
Riding on the strength of the
video, Extreme began writing
new material at an extraordin ary
rai~ .. U.there 's.o.neJhingJnho.w. , .
about these guys, it's to expect
the unexpecte d. New songs pop
up continuall y during performance from night to night.
In August of 186, Extreme
learned that they were a smash
overseas in Nuno's homeland of
Portugal. So big, in fact, that
they were invited to perform at
the New Wave Music Festival at
the S. Miguel Collosseu m in
_Santa Maria.
This internatio nal success
(dubbed the Yourapeo n tour by
II
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The wor ld's gre ate st ma ggo ts
Wend y

·o.

Willia ms and the Plasm atics

By
Brian Hughes
The Plasmatics at The Living
Room in Providence on Thursday, April 16.
The Plasmatics have been
popular ever since the midseventies, when Wendy 0. Williams, the band:~ s lead maggot,
was first released onto an unsuspecting public. The Plasmatics
are not your typical punkturned-me tal band, rather, they
ride a thin line between hardcore
and thrash metal. A bit too much
of one or the other to be called
just one of them, they attract
punk and metal audiences alike.
Apart from the fact that I
broke my nose during the opening act, which happened to be
Gang Green, I had a great time.
Gang Green came in about 20
minutes late, but got the
audience fired up with some of

the· hardest-co re music I have ,get at
a Wendy 0. show, The
ever heard. 'If you think they're Plasmatics got
the crowd jumpgood on vinyl, you must see ing. Literally. Wendy
wound up
them live. They played most of the crowd with
an energy. that
the material from their first and seemed
never to end. Her famonly album, Another Wasted ous stage antics
were here, such
Night, as well as material from as · the "Brain
Transpla nt
their first vinyl appearanc e on Patien.t''
who played guitar, and
the Boston, Not L.A. compila- the chainsaw
that she used to
tion album. Their set included destroy Joan
Rivers' Late Show
their famous cover version of stage
set took another victim
"Voice's Carry" (or "Voices that night-A
guitar (I suppose
Scary," whichever you prefer), she11
get the player next).
and a not-so-fam ous version of
All in all, this was the most
the Beastie Boys' "Fight For energetic
show I have ever seen
Your Right to Party." This is one in my life.
There seemed no end
case where the cover is better to the
music, and there seemed to
than the original.
be ·a red-hot glow emanating
Gang Green left t~.-,e audience from
the stage. If you ever get the
~J:reaming for more., 2'..:Gd more is
chance to, GO: Wendy O.
what they got from Wendy 0. impressed·
me on and off stage.
and the Plasmatics . Using films In fact,
she liked me also. Why
and one of the best all-white light else would
she sign my jacket
shows I have seen to create that "To the biggest
maggot in Rock
special ambiance one can only and Roll?"

Thursday, April 23, 1987
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Campus Events
The Imaginary Invalid
BSC Ensemble Theatre
production presents The
Imaginary Invalid. This
classic Moliere comedy will
be appearing in the Campus
Center Auditorium on April
23 thru April 25 at 8 p.m.
Tickets go on sale April 15.

New York City in the Spring
The CCPC will sponsor a
bus trip to New York City
for the day on April 25. The
bus will leave at 7 a.m. in
front of the Campus Center
and leave New York City at
7 p.m. For tickets and more
information is avalible at the
Campus Center Information Booth.
Esprit
The pleasure of your company is requested at the Student Inaugural Celebration
in honor of President and
Mrs. Indelicato. It will be
held May 2 at 8·p.m. in the
Commuter Cafeteria in the
Campus Center. The Student Inaugural Celebration
will feature a video dance,
Hor d'oevres and cash bar
(with proper I.D.). President and Mrs. Indelicato
will be receiving guests from

7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the lower
foyer. Semi formal dress is
required. More information
and tickets are available at
the Office of Alumni Relations in the Campus Center.
DJ in the Rat
On April 30, from 8 p.m.
to midnight DJ Christie
Lefebrve will be in the
Rathskeller for Thursday
night entertainment. Join in
the fun. Proper I. D. is
required.
Pride in the Arts Showcase
Pride in the Arts: a
Bridgewater Tradition will
feature: BSC Dance Corp,
Ensemble Theatre, and
Theatre Alumni Group. It
will take place in the Horce
Mann Auditorium on Saturday, May 2 from 2:30 p.m
to 4 p.m. There will be a
reception prior to the event.
Heritage Day Parade
The 7th annual Heritage
Day Parade will take place
on Saturday, May 2 at 12:00
noon. It will feature 20 student floats, BSC R)TC
Colorguard, antique cars
and carriages, 4 high school
bands, and College and
Town Dignitaries.

,,.--------------------------"
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What Is the secret to
ucc s - two vi ws
By

Marc Gensler
This week I'm going to look at
The Secret of My Success and
that new Matthew Broderick
picture, Project X.

Project X has a lot going for it,
great acting, good direction and
great pacing all over this film.
Just one thing is missing. The
plot. It is so easy to figure what is
going to come next that it is no
fun to sit through. There is one
saving grace in this film: Willie
the Chimpanzee , who plays the
part of Virgil the Champanzee .
He is my choice for best supporting Actor at next year's
Academy Awards.

Slater (The Secret of My Success) anyday. The Secret of My
Success was missing a plot and
real acting. The plot was predictable and the actors sleepwalked
through their parts. Michael J.
Fox just did more of what he
does on T.V. His scenes with
Helen Slater had all the passion
of Fox's last film, Light of Day
(ugh).

The Secret of My Success is
too dumb to be a theatre movie.
It belongs on T.V. The same can
be said of Project X, but I'm a
big Matthew Broderick fan and I
enjoyed the way the film manipulated my feelings. I pick Project
X over The Secret of My Success
because the values expressed in
the film are more humane and
The chimp was great! He con- realistic. My basic advice on
veyed emotions and feelings bet- both films is: Wait for the video
ter than most humans do. In fact if you can wait, if you can't, go
I would pick Wille over Helen see Project X.

7

By
Mona McNamara
The Secret of My Success, the
new movie starring Michael J.
Fox is good. The plot is very
familar; however, Michael J.
Fox gives a fresh new approach
to .the character. The movie is
essentially a boy graduating
from college and making it big'in
"The Big City."
The other actors were very
believable in their characteriza~
tions. The casting was suburb.
The music from the movie Jaws
and other movies was used; I
don •t think I will ever associate
with feelings the same way again.
Also there are a few delightful
suprises in the plot and music
that are not only refreshing but
were needed to make the movie
work. It is very light and easy,
nothing very stressful. This is
one of the best light comedies I
have seen in a while.

Ext rem e top s the Hub
11 Cont. from

p. 8

the guys) resulted in another
lineup change. Bassist Paul
Mangone discovered that the
touring life did not really appeal
to him, so he was replaced by Pat
Badger. Badger immediately
filled the gap left by fan favorite
Mangone. Along with drummer
Geary, he throws in funky
rhythm changes that cause the

music to be hard, yet danceable.
It is rumored that they have
signed with Jass 's management
and will be entering Normandy
Recording Studios in Rhode
Island to record a long awaited
album for independent release.
The current consensus is that
if Gary and Nuno can somehow

change their uncanny resemb·
fances to Steve Tyler and Joe
Perry, the music and high energy
performances of Extreme are
bound for, much higher dimensions. Whatever the case, the
Boston metal scene is ready to
break wide open and Extreme
could just be the ones to do it!

New Hiring all Shifts

We Offer:

Free meals
Free uniforms
Flexible Hours
Great for Seniors & Homemak ers
Insurance available
Always advancement
Premium Pay-earn up to $4. 75 to start

Apply in person: McDonald 's of Bridgewater
Rte. 18, Campus Plaza
EO E
Bridgewater, MA
Keep this ad and when you celebrate your 90 daY.

~~~iv~~ry~~~~~~::~~-~~~-- ___ _)

·----- Adria n Rond ileau- 1-.......
---C amp us Center ··------ --·
•.

·Need Wheels?
No Credit?
Little Cash?

,.,·isliin• .
15

See Miskinis this week: You will receive a
$400 discount coupon applicable to the 5%
down payment on a new vehicle purchase, or
toward the price, or as security on a lease or,
you can have a 90 day deferral of your first purchase
payment. Select one option.
.
You need no established credit and no co-signer. You have up to 60
months to finance, or 48 months to lease your car.
To qualify: purchase or lease any new Buick or Pontiac six months
prior to, or one year after your date of graduation from a four-year
degree or graduat~ program. You must be 4'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~
employed or have a verifiable
~
,.
commitment for employment, and a
record free of collection problems.
a reasonable income/
_......llll!!ll!11:::::•
expense ratio, verified
residence, and a
driver's license.
That's a~I there is to
it. Come to Miskinis
this week.

t•

• now acc.ep mg

Applications for Employment
for f a!I Seniester 1987
Applications am available at the
lnfonnai.X>n Booth
Deadlin e for submitt ing Applications
i& April 30

Miskinis Buick, Pontiac, Isuzu

Rte 28, 1000 Main St., Bridgewater Call 697-3113
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Living

RAPE: Steps to t k If you'

been

lctlm

Conclusion of a Comment Special Series
By
dures you should follow if you
Diane Lenhard_tJ
are attacked .
The statistics of the occurance
The most importa nt step~ get
of rape are alarming. Approx i- out of any immedi ate danger.
mately one in every four women, Get to a safe place and call the
one in every eleven men will fall police, a friend, or a rape/ sexual
victim to this violent crime. assault centerin your area. In the
Rape may cause serious damage Brockto n Area call 588-TALK.
both physically and emotionally.
You must then make a critical
This article will qeal with the decision, whether or not to
short-te rm afterma th.
report the incident to the police.
Anyone could be the victim of 1f you decide to report the crime
rape at any point in their life- you must resist the urge to wash,
time. Do you know how you bathe, douche, or straight en
would react if you were a victim? your appearance. Often this is
There is no way to "prepar e" the victim's first reaction. Probayourself to be a rape victim. The bly an attempt to cleanse themcrime is too vile to positively pre- selves of the filth and
dict your response. For your humilia tion they have just
own protecti on, there are proce- endured . This also destroys valu-

able evidence.
You must then go to a hospital
for a physical exam. This is
necessary to treat any internal
and externa l injuries. The exam
is also valuable evidence, i.e. traces of sperm in the vagina.
Many hospital s that treat rape
victims will routinel y call the
police. If the hospital does not, it
is your respons ibility to do so.
This is the next step.
When reportin g the rape to
the police, it is importa nt to
rememb er to go as you are. Once
again, do not straight en your
appeara nce. You may a_lso want
to bring a friend for moral support. You also have the right to
ask to speak to a female officer if

you will feel more comfort able.
At this point, you may or may
not file charges but the police
will have record of the incident.
If after the rape you decide not
to report the incident to the
police you should still go to the
hospital for a physical exam.
This will ensure treatme nt of any
injuries sustaine d.
Medically speakin g, as a rape
victim you may have many concerns. If you are concern ed
about sexually transmi ttable diseases, it is importa nt to inform
the hospital of any STDs you
may have had before the attack.
You should return to the hospital one week after the attack for a
gonorrh ea test, six weeks later

Cubist photo exhibit to
open at Kennedy Gallery

for a syphilis test. Ask the hospital about other STD exams.
Pregna ncy may be anothe r
concern for the rape victim.
Many hospita ls offer rape victims the "morni ng after"' pill
which is a five day treatme nt of
estrogen . If pregnan t, this will
cause a spontan eous abortio n.
You may also want to inquire
about a menstru al extracti on.
This method is less trauma tic
than the umomi ng after" pill.
If you decided not to report
the crime to the police it would
still be a good idea to write down
everyth ing you can rememb er
about the attack as soon as possible. You may want to use this
evidenc e later on.

By

capes. This, accordin g to Hock- to comb.inc the changin g vanney, is one step beyond tages of Cubist painting , the
conven tional photog raphy, continu ous-nar rative constru cDo you love photogr aphy but which he says is "all right if you tion of
Orienta l scrolls, the surfind that the single images of don't mind looking at the world face
enrichm ents and additive
conventional photogr aphs· are from the point of a paralyze d method
s of collage, and the docbecoming boring and dissatisfy- cyclops -for a split second. " umenta
ry detail and swift execuing'l Why not try something Instead, he likes to think he is · tion
of photogr aphy," She a!dds!
new?
creating "Cubist effects in "His photoco llages, like his
--j""""'"""""'1. .,.·t...~f<MW~.iololb"""w-~a~:&t~isr.a.t,..j«:°""J.-awDud,....m1J1.~Qdg,ie"'11m~·-·-ll:Plllbwowto,~giltlA~·...P:PQl\V~. ..;,"~·,~~.:~,~'.i~'i~·miiili1~*11<'~~~-WG!l
ik~11:,M~!i~%1'
approac h to photogr aphy has
An exhibiti on of his work, diately enjoyed: for their ingrabeen explore d by David Hock- which includes twenty of his tiating
subject s, technic al
n e y. An int e rna ti on a Hy acclaim ed photocollages, in a inventio
n with readily accessible ·
renowned painter, graphic artist, show titled David Hockney,s means,
and occasio nally draand stage designer, Hockney has Photocollages: A Wider Pers- matic
scale. On a deeper level
gone beyond the limits of photo- pective, will be on view at the ... they
reflect that 20th century
graphy's one point perspective Clarenc e Kenned y Gallery in ideal
of wholene ss, the artist
and lack of duration through an Cambri dge from April 22-May whose
life and work are coexten - .
excitin g and revolut ionary 30. The gallery is open to the sive,
whose private, inner world
method.
public Tuesday -Saturd ay from merges with his public, funcAfter taking a great many pie- 11 a.m; until 5 p.m. and there is tional role."
tures of bis subjects from various no admissi on charge. David
Organiz ed by the Internavantage points. he selects and Hocjcney, himself, will be lectur- tional
Center of Photogr aphy,
reassembles the photogr aphs on ing on Friday, May 8 at 8 p.m. at New
York, in conjunction with
sheets of colored paper. His pho• New England Life Hall, 225 Cla- the Tel
Aviv Museum and suptocollag es, some contain ing redon Street, Boston.
ported by a grant from Polaroi d
hundred s of prints and measur- .
Curator Anne Hoy wrote in Corpora tion, the Hockne y phoing over sixteen feet, result in the October , 1986. Artnews that tocollag
e exhibit promise s an
compos ite representations of Hockne y's work .with photoco l- adventu
re full of new insights
people, interiors , and lands- lage is "unique in its ambitio n... : into
the world of photogr aphy.
Karen Melanso n

"Gary

•

a Doug, Loi Angeles, Marc h 8, 1882."
Psychologically Yours

By
Dr. Richard T. Colgan

The most important thing
afather can do for his children is to love their mother.

***
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It's in a specially constructed and mounte d pie:x;iglass frame at the entry to
the psychology departm ent
main office! What is? Can't
tell you. But if your attention hasn't been drawn to it
already you may be
seriously lacking in the keen
perceptu al powers of observation expecte d of a good·
_psyc~ologi_st. .And having

read it, if you don't experience a twinge of emotion ality and a sense of persona l
pride and accomp lishmen t
you 're probab ly lacking in'
the empath ic qualitie s of the
counsel ing · or clinical psy~
chologis t. And if all of this
doesn't sthnula te your curiousity and motivat e you to
seek out this wonder of
"wonde rful testimo nials''
then you're in a serious state
of being.•, .Rigor mortis "has
set in and you are hut a
ghostly appari tion of a
.

PSYCH OLOGI ST.
.DID You KNOW that
I! Cont.. P· 1 O
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BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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Can you find the hidden government terms?
BUNDESRAT
CABINET

DESPOTISM
DE TEN TE
ELECT
HOME RULE
KNESSET
KREMLIN
LEFT WING
LIBERAL
LOBBY

SPRING GRADUATES:

LOGROLLING
MANDATE
MARXIST
MUCKRAKE
MUGWUMP
NEW DEAL
POLITICS
RED TAPE
TORY
UNCLE SAM
WHIP

Vector Marketing Corporation
Full Time Summer Po1ltlon1
Starting Pay $10.15
(Increase with experience)
200 Immediate opening•
Interview nowbegin after exams

GET
THE CREDIT
YOU DESERVE

Once again. we.'re proud to offer the G~AC College Graduate
Finance Plan. GMAC wants to help us give you the credit you
deserve, and the keys to a new Chevrolet.
For this spe~ial GMAC financing au you n.e.ed is your diploma,
proof of a job, a low down payment, ttie ability to meet
monthly payments and no derogatory credit references.
You'll get $400 off the purrchase price, or a 90-day deferral ,
on your payments, as a gradua'tion present from GMAC.
After all, graduating from col/lege is no small achievement.
We're proud to offer you one of your fi"rst rewards. GMAC is
an Equal Credit Opportunity Company.

Come In and se.e us today.
. ..
Mclaughlin Chevrolet, Inc.
bus. phone 447-4401
741 Temple Street
Whitman, MA 02382

*Gain valuable .experience
with national firm
"'Work in your hometown
*No door-to-door or phone sales
allowed
*All majors .may apply
"Internships and Scholarships
vailable
pp cetlon1 accepte on ampua
Wed., Aprll 29, Between 10 and 3
Pref. given to early eppllcent1
·CALL TODAY
AH Boston Suburb•

a Worce1ter

(pay $10.15)
817-448-4382
Na1hua,N.HJN.E.Ma1e area
(pay $9.25)

803-881-1545
Providence, R.l.(pay $8.55)
401-948-0150
If bu1y, Pltale keep trying!
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Psychologlcally Youl8

Your Stars This Week

• Cont. from p. 8 ·

the gangster. "Babyface
Floyd," may have had an
advantage over other criminals of his era? According to
studies of people with
innocent-looking faces,
adults who have a "babyface" stand a better chance
of acquittal of premeditated
crimes than those with more
mature features ... and,
according to Psychologist
Leslie Z. McArthur of
Southern Methodist U., this
advantage exists in a
number of diverse cultures.
Adults with baby faces are
seen as warmer, more naive,
and more honest, more submissive and weaker than
adults with mature features.
And what are the characteristics of a baby face so when
next in front of the mirror
you can check yourselfl The
three key characteristics
are... a high forehead, a
small and rounded chin, and
large eyes.

EVER HEAR OF
NASAL

PSYCHOSIS?

Recently Drs. Javier I.
Escobar and Marvin K.amo
of California, treated a 61
year old man who met the
criteria for a diagnosis of
schizophrenia-delusions,
nervousness, insomnia, and
A STUFFY NOSE. After a.
full and complete examination, the doctors concluded
the problems stemmed from
THE STUFFY NOSE. For
more than 20 years the man
had been squirting and
dousing his nose with
decongestant drops and
sprays. The doctors took
him off the nasal medications and, miracle of miracles, his mental disorder
disappeared. AND so did
the stuffiness.
LEARNING WITHOUT
BRAINS!?! Now I'm told... that researchers at NYU's
Goldwater Memorial Hospital have discovered that
some kinds of learning
require no brains at all, and
that some training can occur
in the human spinal cord. A

40 year old subject whose

spinal cord had been severed
in a fall lost all sensation and
muscle control below the
injury. Among other problems, he was unable to urinate normally. To treat this
affliction, doctors applied a.
mild electrical stimulussimilar to the bell Ivan Pavlov used to make his dog
drool-to the patient's leg.
Half a second later, the:y
switched on a more powerful electrical stimulus to his
abdominal area. It caused
muscles to contract, produc·
ing urination. Afterfrequen1
pairing of the mild stimulus
with the stronger jolt, the
man urinated whenever the
mild stimulus alone was delivered. Hope exists among
the researchers that eventually they may be able to help
paralyzed people to walk.
The lst goal-to train a paralyzed leg muscle to contract
whenever the patient flexes a
muscle above the site of the
spinal cord injury.

By
Stella Wilder

The coming week is one in
which good luck and perfect timing will take many forms-some
of them, perhaps, even unrecognizable until the results are
known. Great strides may be
made this week by those who are
aware of the world around them,
and who are willing to acknowledge the roles that fate and coincidence play in virtually all
things. This is a week in which
the decisions to be made are sure
to be the "big ones;" they deserve
such respect.
Change can be expected this
week--especially in family relationships. Tolerance may be
lacking, and therefore many may
find tensions to be suddenly on
the increase. What children have
to say this week may prove to be
unusually profound; elders must
be sure to listen-and heed their
words!
TAURUS (April 20-May §)-Change is in store this week. You
are able to engage creativity and
originality in large measure to
solve problems. (May 6-May
20)--Trust your own instincts,
abilities this week. Time is on
your side-though you must
exploit it!
GEMINI (May 21-June 6)-Home front is a place for discussion, decision this week. What
you do there affects· all of your
activities. (June 7~June 20)~~~~~:;i:;.~.,~;,,~~,;·~·,;1~1~~~~~~~~b~:to!t;:~

Answers to
this week's
Collegiate
Camoufla ge

among strangers [ (Sept. 8-Sept.
22)--Travel is highlighted this
week. Numerous factors-including health--affect
progress.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 7)Your attention to details this
week leaves you with increased .
awareness of necessities-and
more questions! (Oct. 8-0ct. 22)-Messages you receive through
the grapevine this week are of
considerable value at week's end.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 7)Emphasis is on relationships
throughout this week. Be on
your toes; be ready for a surprise
announcement. (Nov. 8-Nov.
21)--Display yourself, your talents openly this week and the
results should be many by week's
end.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22Dec. 7)--Read up this week; be
sure you have all pertinent information within reach. Don't negIect details! (Dec. I-Dec.
21)--Don't take just anyone's
word this week; investigation i~
called for. Be thorough; satisfy
your curiosity.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22..Jan.
6)--Donl be too free with
answers this week; keep some
information to yourself. Rely on
element of surprise. (Jan. 7-Jan.
19)--You may have to ply a: loved
one hard this week toleam what
must be learned to guarantee
progress.
AQUARIUS (Jan. lO-Feb. 3}-Higher-ups respond favorably

~ !~~~:~ ;~r:nt~~~ ~~:~~~:~~~~

STILL LOOKING ?
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may take you into the public
spotlight.
CANCER (June 21-July 7)-You are highly attractive to
members of the opposite sex this
week. Make sure this does not
stand in your way! (July 8-July
22)--Your fear of error, failure
dissolves this· week, giving way
to increased confidence and
potential.
LEO (July 23-Aui. 7)-It is
essential that you dedicate yourself to a single important goal
this week, if you wish toacomplish anything at all. (Au1. 8-Au1.
21)--What you have to offer the
young this week is a1so of sreat
value to elder family members.
VIRGO (Au1. 23-Sept. 7)-Social scene offers you numer-

:;;:!!::,:~~esw~~:~~~

~~:~

protect boundaries.
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Make. Friends
Without Leaving

W©>Ma

Personnel

t!::

responsibility. (Feb. 4-Feb.18}-Surround yourself with no one
but the best this week--those
who share your dedication and
ideals.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 5)-Do not hesitate to assert your
independence throughout this
week of surprise and change.
Don't be pushed around!
(March 6-Marcb 20)--It is likely
that you will become a victim of
your own moods this .week-unless you concentrate!
ARIES (March 21-April 4)-Past decisions may have to be
altered some tqis week so that
you can conform to changing
circumstances. (April 5-April
19)--Don't let pompetitors
invade your territory this week.

Your House.
.Introducing TeleFriend. It's the easiest way to meet new people.
And you do it in your home with your telephone. Share your
thoughts with others who share your interests. 24 hours a day.
·. And only 1eleFriend lets you change conversations. Or speak
privately. Just dial Oand ask your ThleFriend host to help you.
Call anywhere in the· 617 area code for only 20¢ for the first minute and
10¢ for each additional minute.

Call today and make new friends at home.
1-550-7000
"339-4181 Man1fleld 228-4800 Attleboro 821-2720 Canton
824-7585 Taunton 762-8585 Norwood

Tuenagers.
1-550-8000
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Sp ort s
Bas eba ll team win s dou ble
hea der vs. Wo rces ter
By

Mike Storey
The Bridgewater State baseball squad is begining to show its
. teeth again after thrashing W orcester State College, 15 - 0, 12
- 1, to raise their record 4 - 9
on the season. The wins also
evened their record at 2 - 2 in
the MASCAC conference.

In the opener BSC relied on
the bat of first baseman Shawn
Bai;ry who cracked two HRs and
- knocked in 5 RBis. Third baseman Dave Enos went 4 for 5 at
the plate as the Bears rapped
fourteen hits to the Lancers'
four. Pitcher John Kiely and
Doug Benoit held Worcester in
check the entire game to preserve
the shutout.

In the nightcap Enos continued on his torrid hitting pace
going 3 for 3 with a pair of doubles to his credit. Right fielder
Glenn Flannigan snapped out of
a hitting slump going for 3 for 4
with a double, homerun and 5
RBis on the day. Pitcher John
Kiely, who started the second
game as well, and Brian Whidden allowed only one unearned
run as the Lancers' bats were
quiet the entire day.
The Bears are tearing the
cover off the ball as they are currently biting .341 as a team. ·
Their pitching staff hasn't been
sleeping either as they have a
solid ERA of 2.58. Individually, Bridgewater is led by Dave
Enos (.491), John Kiely (.438),
Shawn Barry (.439) and Ed Kangas (.359) in the batting depart-

Lacrosse struggle
By
Jeff Sherman

BSC next entertained
Springfield College, a Division II program, and lost a
The BSC Women's
hard fought battle 9-4. The
Lac .:;;:;~-~~~~~~~~~~
a IMil·¥"·~rs
n--.-t.....
were d o wn 7- 1
s ow start in their 1987 camafter the first half and then
paign. Coached by Mary
took control in the second
Loll Thimas and captained
half outscoting the .visiting
by seniors Jeanette Albee,
squad 3-2, but ran out of
Karen Frederico and Sue
time.
Larson, the Lady Bears are
The Lady Bears turned
currently 1-4 after coming
the tables around as they
off the 1986 season which
hammered visiting Fairfield
saw BSC lose in the final
University 19-1. Goal scorchapter of the ECAC
ers in the game including
Playoffs.
Larson (7 goals, 4 assists),
The team. is made up of
Frederico (3 goals), Stodso~ veterans and many
dard ·(3 goals), DeConto (2
newcomers . Sue Larson (58
goals, 1 assist), Cara Rintala
(2 goals), Erickson), Erickson (1 goal). Goalie Kim
Madden was tested six times
and spent most of the time
watching the game down the
other end of the field.
BSC then travelled to Mt.
Holyoke last Saturday and
were downed 10-7. The
Lady Bears jumped on the
board first with two quick
goals, but Mt. Holyoke anssue Larson
wered back to go ahead at ·
goals in. - '86) returns to
the half 6-4~ BSC never got
anchor the attack group, ·
closer than two goals. BSC
Karen, Frederico will help to
appeared to be the better
build the midfield group and
team, but the lack of funda·Jeanette Albee, Michelle
mentals in ·the second half
Magner and Lisa MacBain
hurt ·them. Goal scorets
key up the defense.. Kim
included Larson .(4 goals,. 2
Madden has made the tranassists), Frede.riC.o (1 goal, 1
sition from the defense in '86
assist) and Stodd.ard and
to goalie this year.
DeConto each chipped in
The Women were rained
with l goal. Madden came
out for the first two ·games
up with eight saves in the
and· then opened with Tufts
contests.
University, ranked fifth in
This past Tuesday, BSC
the nation in· Division UI,
dropped. another game. to
and came away with a 15-3
the hands of. Wellesley Colloss~ Sue Larson and Wendy
lege 13-8. Larson scored
Stoddard scored two and
seven goals and Frederico
one goals respectively.
notched the o~her.

ment. Kiely also leads in
hoJ:'I1eruns with seven and RBis
with twenty six. Chris Mercadante has cracked five homeruns
with Barry right behind with
four.
The pitching staff is headed by
John Kiely who is (4-0) on the
year with a 1.58 ERA. The Bears
also have been getting excellent
efforts off the mound from
Bryan Nichols, Paul Duffy and
Freshman Doug Benoit.
BSC head coach Glenn Tufts
is confident the Bears can still get
into post season play. "We have
some real key MASCAC games
coming up in six of next seven
outings. If we can win those we'll
be breathing right down North·
Adams' necks for the confrence
lead. We're not ready to fold up
our tents and go home yet."

Shawn Barry who hit two home runs and col ..
lected five RBis vs. Worcester last week.;

Tou gh week for Soft ball
By
Mike Storey
The Bridgewat er State
women's softball team. after
being ranked number three in
New England last week, dropped
three key games to Rhode Island
college (6-5) and Worcester
State (4-2, 2-0). The losses
dropped BSC's record to (7-5)
overall and (2-2) in the MASCAC conference.
Against RIC the Lady Bears
came up with a super effort as
they battled back from a (S-1)
deficit in the bottom of the 7th to
tie the score at 5-5. The game
went two extra innings before
RIC squeezed a run over in the

ninth for the victory. Pitcher
Judy Reid went the distance and
took the loss for BSC.
On Patriots Day Bridgewater
traveled to Worcester State but
left their bats at home as they
could only muster seven hits in
the two games against the undefeated Lady Lancers. Three of
those seven hits came off the bat
of Cathy Karl who was the only
DSC batter to solve Worcester's
all conference pitcher, Paula
MacKoul. Both Judy Reid and
Stephanie Ponte took the losses
for BridgC1water.
The BSC team dipped in their
batting average almost fifty
points to (.274). Those still hitting consistently are Cathy Karl

(.359), Cindy Mello (.290),
JoAnn Runge (.278) and Kathy
McGough (.274). The Lady
Bears have sorely missed Sheila
Maloney who has missed the last
three games with a sprained
ankle. At the time she was hitting
a solid (.500). ·

Coach Dee Dee Enabenter
doesn't see any rest for her
troops in the next f cw games.
"We have some tough opponents
the next few weeks with solid
.pitching staffs. We haven't been
·concentratin g like we should at
the,, plate the last few games, but I
think we1l ,~et our batting eyes
back soon.:"

Women rugg ers hold tour ney
By
Angeal Comacchiol i

tackles. The play was hampered
by the poor playing conditions.
All team'S suffered the loss of
players during the games
because of the field.
Co-Captian Laura Scirocco
noted about the team~s play during the tourny, "We've gained
some experience throughout our
past games and we're working
well as a team."
Second rower Maggie Shields,

The Bridgewater State Col·
lege Women's Rugby Club
hosted a Rugby Tournamen t last
Saturday featuring Yale, Williams, and Radcliffe.
In the first ~ou.nd of games the
Bridgewate r State College
ruggers lost 0-4 in a close match
to YaJe, in a game that Bridgewater dominated defensively notl
'.
allowing the Yale team past the
SO.;.yard ·une. Unfortunately the
offense wasn't able to punch the ~
ball over for· 4 points. In the
other match Williams College .
won their game agai~st Radcliffe

I

19-0.
•. In the champlo!lship game·
Williams and Yale .tied in a very
hard fought 0..0 tie. In the consolation match BSC lost to
Radcliffe.
BSC played .well against the
Ivy League ·teams. Both the
backs and the . scrum played .
aggresively making bruising

~

I
~

'

spokesperso n for the team, commented, "We've played two
excellent games where we performed up to the level of the better fupdcd and coached teams."
This. Sunday the BSC
Women's Rugby Club will be
playing Holy C ross and WPI at
home. Come out and support the .
Women's Rljgbyteam Saturday
and cheer them on to victory!

Con grat ulat ions
To

Wrestl.ing &

!·'

· Wom en's

Soccer·
on next

ye.ar's vars_ity
status
·.·::,.,.
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Announcements

Classifie
VACANCY - off campus
for fall- semester, double
room for females. Separate
entrance. kitchen, bath, sitting area, walking distance,
on campus busline, parking,
697-7157 or 7735.
SPRING BALL TICKETS
NEEDED. Anyone who
can't use his/her tickets
please contact Dale at 69'8707.
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY-Residential camp for
girls in Vermont seeking
women conselors/ instructors, mid-June through midAugust. Gymnastics, tennis,
sailing, riding canoeing,
waterfront, drama, ceramics, arts & crafts, fieldsports,
tripping instructors. Nonsmokers, good character
and love of children. Call
Lochearn Camp, (802) 3334211.
SEEKING-Return of contents of briefcase taken from
Maxwell Library on Tues.
4-21-87. ·Keep the briefcase.
REW ARD, no questions
a~ked for return of contents.
MISSING WALLET--If
found return to Ed Ward at
The Comment office. Thank
you.

A
a

L Y--care in Halifax Tues. Ii
Wed. 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m..
and/ or Mon. & Wed. 3-9:30
p.m. Hours & salary n~goti
able. Call 294-1817.

INTERNATIONAL
MODELING
MANAGEMENT COMPANY, Boston, Newbury
St. Looking for fashion
models to work in Paris,
Italy, Japan, N.Y. and Boston. Female models must be
S'6" and up. Male models
must be 69 and up. No experience necessary. Beginners
welcome. For an interview,
call 353..0010, anytime.

Wanted-Off-Campus
house for year-round rental
in Bridgewater, Halifax or
Middleboro. Prefer rural
area, 2-3 bedrooms. Have
excellent references. Call
Rose or Eric at 587-8765
after 7:00 o.m.

PERSON AL--"YOUR
SPEAKING VOICE IS
YOUR FORTUNE"-Discover NEW hidden
power in your speaking
voice. Years of research,
over 30,000 person-toperson voice contacts,
uncovers NEW values in
your speaking voice. Here's
NEW KNOWLEDGE to
increase your influence in
your social, academic, student life and your future
business and professional
life. Order your audio
cassette lecture "YOUR
SPEAKING VOICE IS
YOUR FORTUNE." Write
WILSON,. Box. 42,. ~ll~J,, "' ...
-

TED-Excel
lent' Income for part time
home assembly work. For
info. call 312-741-8400 Ext.
1967.

WANTED IMMEDIATE-

1918 DODGE OMNl--4
door, good condition, asking $1400 or B/ 0. Call 6971438 ask for Leigh.

,,...

·

'·1m·,.'>1i• " .. ,.. ,1f'~',r&-.;,wi"t''''"·'mt.f<:

enclose check or money
order for $39. 95 tO cover
costs. Thirty-day delivery.

~
g

·
.
.. · • • ·

San Bartolome: Beyond The
Green Revolution
pr. Robert E. Huke, Professor of Geography at Dartmouth
College will lecture Wed. April
29 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 304 of
the Science Building. Refreshments will be served at 7:00 p.m.
in Room 309. Presented by the
Dept. of Earth Science & Geography Club. All are welcome to
attend this free lecture.
New Views of a~ Old Building
Viewing of installations
created by sculpture and 3-D
design classes. Wednesday,
April 29, 2-6- p.m. Basement of
Art Building. Refreshments. ·

GETTING THIS WASN'T EASY.

WITH FORD CREDIT
~HIS...

cartn~.
For people who care about peopleteachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals-Nl')rtheastern Uni
versity has a special place where you can
obtain the knowledge and skills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouve College of
Human Development Professions. .
You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree programs
·
that include:
Master ~f Education
.. Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
•Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
•Human Development
• Refiabilitation
• Special Education
Master of Sderice,
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• R~c.reation Management
• ~ech-Language Pathology &
AtJoiology
DoCtqral and non-d~grce certification
. . prdgranis are also dvc:Jilal":i!P..
For more inforl7latio.,1 '-.n.d a free catalog
call (617) 437-27C·8 or write to Boston. • Bouve Colfege ~t the address belo\lv.
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BOUVE
.

Plymouth County Room .
May 7, 11 :00 a.m., Plymoutl
County Room
For any inquiries, call Sui
Hickey, X 2216.

•

Bo.STQN
..
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HELP WANTED Cruise
Ship Jobs. Now hiring.
Summer. Careers. Excellent
pay & world travel. For
information call 206-7360775, Ext. 177 A.

Graduat1n1 National Direct Stu-·
dent Loan Borrowers
While attending BSC, you
borrowed funds from the
National Direct Student Loan
program as part of your Financial Aid Award.
According to Federal regulations, an N.D.S.L. borrower
must have an Exit Interview
before leaving the lending institution. The purpose of the Exit
Interview is to provide the
opportunity to discuss with the
borrower the rights and responsibilities of having obtained the
loan.
The following is a schedule of
Exit Interview meetings:
May 1, 11:00 a.m., Student
Union, Plymouth County Room
May 4, 10:00 a.m. & I :00 p.m.,
Plymouth County Room
May 5, 11 :00 a.m., Green Room
May 6, 11:00 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.,

FROM FOURNIER IS.
At i Fournier Ford,, we know getting that degree wasn't easy. But when
it comes to a new car, we can help with
pre-approved credit from Ford Credit.
If you are working on an advanced
degree or graduating with a Bachelor's
Degree between October 1, 1.986 and
September 30, 1987, you may qualify
for this special college graduate
purchase program.
If you do, you'll receive a $400 cash
allowance from Ford. Make your best
deal on any qualifying vehicle and use
the money toward your down payment,

or Ford will send you a $400 check
after the purchase or lease. The mone
is yours whetheryou finance or not.
The amount of your credit depends
on which of these qualified vehicles
you choose:
.
Ford cars: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird, Taurus
Ford trucks: Aerostar, Bronco II,
Ranger~

So hurry. If a vehicle is not in dealer
stock you must order by June 1, 1987.
and you must take delivery cit any ·'
vehicle by August 31, 1'987.

FOURNIER
FORD .

[•li•UiijJ

777 TOLntoo Avenue, Rte. 44, East Providence, Rhode Island 02914
(401) 438-7900
.

Northeastern Llnivers1t)

1

Gradl:late Sc.hool, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professjons
-107 Dockser Hall.Northeasteri:i Unfversity, 360Huntington Ave., Boston, MA02115
Northea~te1'1 lJ•wers1t~1s an eri•J.al op~ort.i11••ylafhrma~1~e action ~ducat1~nal .r1s11tut1on .and employer.

_

Contact John M. Walsh, Program Director
for.. more. Information

